
RSC Design Elements to Establish 

Regenerative Conditions



Questions I’ll try to 
answer…..

• How does Ecological Restoration principles 
inform the design of an RSC?

• What are the basic components of an RSC, 
how are they designed, how does each relate 
to functional goals?

• Where in the landscape are RSCs 
appropriately applied?  How does landscape 
position effect design?

• How are RSC design elements translated into 
construction documents?



Goals must be 
objective
and quantifiable. 

How does Ecological Restoration principles 
inform the design of an RSC?



Defining the “success” of ecological restoration projects include many 

considerations: 

-Employing aesthetics to create pleasing human experiences with 

multiple benefits and ecosystem services;

-Creating projects which are highly acceptable to clients, stakeholders, 

and the public;

-Initiating sustainability of the restored site by promoting the system’s 

capacity to adapt to its particular setting;

-Properly designing and implementing projects by using appropriate 

references and specifying appropriate materials; employing 

appropriate tools and techniques, and ensuring that project sites are 

enjoyed and cared for over the long term;

-Utilizing resources (ecological, cultural, and financial) efficiently and 

wisely.



Goals must be objective
and quantifiable. 













What are the basic components of an RSC, how 
are they designed, how does each relate to 
functional goals?



Channel Fill



In-Stream Structures



In-Stream Structures

Riffle Structure
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Riffle Structures



In-Stream Structures

Cascade Structure



Cascade Structures



Cascade Structures
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Riffles - 4 Years After Construction



Pools



Alteration of Flow PathAlteration of Flow PathAlteration of Flow PathAlteration of Flow Path



Floodplain 
Structures/Features



Seepage berm / trail surface during construction

Seepage reservoir



Inflow Devices/Practices







Planting Plans



Where in the landscape are 
RSCs appropriately applied?  

How does landscape position 
effect design?



How are RSC design elements 
translated into construction 

plan set?









Construction Access - Sequencing is critical for sites with 
only one way in













What did I miss?

Specifications

Cost Estimates

Construction 

Coordination 

and Adaptive 

Management



Questions?


